YOUR TWO CENTS WORTH JUNE 2022

(Visit the Tyler, Texas Coin Club in person and on the internet at: tylercoinclub.org)
The Tyler, Texas Coin Club (TCC) meets on the second Tuesday of each month at 7:00 p.m. Please
consider yourself welcome. Meetings include great fellowship, numismatic education, a brief
business session, and a spirited numismatic auction. The TCC meets on the campus of the
University of Texas Tyler in room 133 of the W. T. Brookshire Building. Enter the campus via
the identified “west entrance” off University Boulevard. Turn toward campus onto Patriot Dr.
Enter campus and proceed on Campus Dr. to Parking Lot P10. (See map below) The W. T.
Brookshire Building is in full view from the parking lot just to the right of the library.

NUMISMATIC NOTES
Thoughts from Our President
Richard G.

Hello fellow coin club members:
I hope all is well in your coin collecting world. Do we belong to the greatest hobby in the world
or what???? Coin collecting is the king of all hobbies. I am very glad to be in this hobby with
such great members.
As we move into the summer months, my hope is that things will heat up with enthusiasm for
our up coming meetings and our presentations at the meetings. We all have something that we
can add to the meetings. We all have a story to tell.
I would like to encourage anyone who would like to take a shot at speaking to the group to step
up and please do so at the next meeting.
I’m looking forward to hearing from Chuck this month. Rumor has it that Longview now
officially has a coin club.
Our next meeting will be on June 14th’ Please bring yourself and a friend if able.
I look forward to seeing all of you again.
Thank you members!!! …. for all you do to make our club so great.
May God bless you and keep you until we meet again.
Richard

MINUTES OF THE MAY 10, 2022 MEETING
by Carl S.

Meeting called to order at 7pm by President Richard Graham with Pledge to the Flag

Attendance

Members:

39

New
Members:

1 Guests:

1 Total:

41

Discussion of Agenda Items (Richard)
• The club was lead in prayer by Richard.
• Introduction/recognition of guests, visitors, and new members.
• Recognition of members with birthdays and anniversaries in month of May.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Royce presented a brief Treasurer’s report including bank balances.
David gave an update on the upcoming Tyler Coin Show (August 12-13).
Reminder, the Texas Numismatic Association (TNA) show is June 3-5.
Larry V. gave a presentation on the Coinoscope app, a visual search engine for coins, to
help identify and research information about coins.
Martin gave a moving account of his recent visit to the Normandy American Cemetery
and Memorial.
The next regular club meeting is June 14, 2022 at W.T. Brookshire Hall (room #133) on
the UT Tyler campus.
Meeting adjourned.

Club Auction (Kern)
• 31 auction items sold - $1,739.00
Door Prize Winners
• Jeff, John, and Russell

QUESTIONS FOR DR. COYNE
1. Why are PVC holders bad for coins?
2. Are electrotypes always frauds?
3. In coin production, what is “scissel”?
4. Why do grading services ‘body bag’ for hairlines on uncirculated coins but certify proof coins
with hairlines in grades such as proof-62?

5. What is a novodel?
6. Are Red Seal U.S. two dollar bills rare and valuable?

DR. COYNE RESPONDS
1. PVC plastic ‘flips’ have been in use by coin collectors for decades. Dr. Coyne remembers
buying some at his local coin shop in the 1950’s. They were, and are, a convenient and
inexpensive way to store individual coins up through silver dollar size. BUT the downside of
their use has become apparent as better plastics have become available. PVC stands for polyvinyl
chloride, a chemical made from ethylene and chlorine and formed into sheets or films or pipes
or a host of other forms. PVC by itself is a clear, hard solid. If formed into films or sheets
without an added plasticizer, the resulting film is stiff, hard and fragile. The most common
plasticizer added is di-octyl-phthalate, which found early use in the ‘vinyl’ on automobile
dashboards in the 1970’s. (Remember the kind that would outgas and leave a hazy film on the
inside of your windshield when parked in the sun?). In coin flip use, this plasticizer oozes out of
the surface of the flip onto the coin inside. At first, the coin appears to lose some flash or
reflectivity. If liquid plasticizer is allowed to remain on the coin, there can be a reaction
(particularly with the copper in the alloy of the coin), and a ‘green slime’ appears. This can be
removed with a solvent such as acetone, but if the slime has remained on the coin too long, there
will be pits and permanent damage. Like all chemical reactions, this process goes faster with
heat. Humidity also seems to play a role.
You don’t have to put all your coins in non-PVC holders – just the ones you want to keep.

2. Electrotypes can be used fraudulently, but not all electrotypes are made with fraud in mind.
An electrotype is a copy of a real coin, made by creating separate thin shells of an obverse and a
reverse and then joining them. The hollow inside is often filled with lead or other heavy material.
Carefully done, the seam around the edge can be hard to see. The seam can be on the edge
(visible from the side), or the electrotype can be a ‘cup-and-saucer’ with the seam visible just
inside the rim on either the obverse or reverse. In times past, museums often prepared
electrotypes to fill needs for exhibition where the real coin was either not in their collection or

presented too much security risk to have on open display. Copper coins, including the illustrated
1844 half cent were the most popular targets for electrotyping. These pieces have a long history
of legitimate collectability, though in the strictest sense, they are illegal to sell in the U.S. The
damage to the hobby does not come in the creation or exhibition, but rather in the potential sale
to a less-knowledgeable person without disclosure of the fact that the piece is only a copy of the
real thing.
3. What is “Scissel”?
From D. Wayne Johnson’s “Encyclopedia of Coin and medal Technology” (prepublication draft
2016), Scissel: Metal scrap from blanking and trimming operations. For the most part Scissel is
the skeleton scrap left over from blanking, where disks are cut out on long strips of proper
thickness metal. Scissel is usually reclaimed and melted for reuse.
In modern U.S. coin production, there is little or no scissel at our mints as they increasingly turn
to ready-to-strike blanks from outside suppliers.
4. Top-tier encapsulation companies have consistently had it in their charter to detect the very
fine hairlines on the surfaces of a coin that has been cleaned in any way that involves wiping the
surfaces. Especially for silver coins after 1836, they will reject (mark as “details”) candidates
which are otherwise uncirculated but show this rubbing from cleaning. Circulation quality
strikes will display a range of luster, bag marks, small abrasions, and striking problems which
form the basis for assigning a grade from say MS-65 down to MS-60. Among proof strikings,
however, the expectation is that all coins come from the dies in essentially perfect condition, and
that subsequent handling (either at the mint or outside) is responsible for the various ‘injuries’
seen on their surfaces. Thus a ‘PR-62’ got to be a PR-62 instead of say, a PR-65, because it has
some minor injuries to its delicate surfaces that happened after striking. There is no such thing
as a PR-62 without hairlines. The degree of hairlining forms the major basis for assigning grades
to proofs. For either regular coins or proof coins, if there is actual wear caused by circulation,
the grade will be AU-58 or PR-58 or lower.
5. The term ‘novodel’ has been applied to a type of ‘fantasy’ coin in which the general
style follows a genuine mint product, but for which there were no originals made. The
dies are generally mint-made, though sometimes long after the date on the coin. The first
examples which come to mind are the proof silver dollars of 1801, 1802, and 1803.
These are ‘cousins’ of the famous 1804 dollars, which are now known to have been made
in 1834 and later. While there are original dollars of 1801-1803, there are no proofs, and
the novodels are of a die style of decades later.
6. Red seal $2 bills are U.S. notes of series 1928, 1953, and 1963. They are a type that
precedes the current green-seal Federal Reserve Note $2 issues. Some of the earlier redseal $2 are fine collector issues, but the usually seen series 1953 and 1963 with Monticello
on the reverse have hardly any premium over face value if in used condition.

UPCOMING SHOWS & EVENTS
TNA Annual Coin Show, June 3rd-5th, Arlington Convention Center, 1200 Ballpark Way,
Arlington, Tx

Ark-La-Tex Coin, Stamp & Card Expo, July 23rd-24th, Bossier Civic Center, 620
Benton Rd., Bossier City, La

Tyler Coin Show, August 12th-13th, Ornelas Activity Center, 3402 Old Omen Rd., Tyler, Tx

COLLECTING WISDOM
For the average collector there is virtually a world full of coins ranging from the most ancient
made in the seventh century BC to modern Proof and collector sets made for the enjoyment each
year by many countries.
Learning to act like a collector takes more time and effort than most non-hobbyists care to spend.
A true collector is not overly swayed by what others are buying. They typically do pretty well
financially because they are also patient in selling their coins – typically holding most of their
purchases for at least 3 to 5 years.

EDUCATION SECTION
by MSG, Mint State Gold
Why Do Coins of the Same Grade Have Different Prices? This is an excellent question. It
shows that the investor is genuinely trying to learn about the coin industry and wants to make
wise investments. It’s also an important question because the answer can teach you so a lot about
coins. Below are the six most common reasons why two exact coins, with the same grade, could
sell for different prices.
1. Who Is Selling the Coins?
Clients will sometimes see two coins listed online. The two coins are exactly the same coin,
although a different seller is selling each one. And the two coins are completely different prices.
So where does this discrepancy come from?
Different sellers have different opinions on how much a coin is worth. There have been countless
times when I’ve seen the same exact coin offered by two different sellers, and the prices can vary
by as little as $100 or as much as $10,000.

The most common reason for a seller to ask for more is that they are just refusing to lower their
price and accept anything less than what they’re asking. But of course, there can be other reasons
as well. Other factors might include a required profit margin, purchase cost, length of ownership,
love of the coin, lack of product knowledge, and so on.
Price variations like this are not limited to the coin industry. No matter the product, sellers are
allowed to ask anything they want for a product. Whether or not anyone will pay that price is a
different story, but they are certainly allowed to ask for it.
To illustrate, imagine there are three identical houses, all right next door to one another. The
owner of the House #1 decides to sell their house for $150,000. Seeing this, the owners of
Houses #2 and #3 also decide to list their homes for sale, but for different prices. Owner #2
decides to list their home at $150,000 and Owner #3 lists theirs at $250,000.
All three owners most likely have completely valid personal reasons for their asking prices and
should be free to name whatever asking price they choose. However, the buyer is also free to pay
this asking price or to move on until they find a different house with an asking price that better
suits them.
Most likely they will find a knowledgeable real estate agent who will educate them about factors
like market competition and recent previous sales. The agent will also make sure there are no
issues with the property and protect the buyer from any potential issues that may arise. A
reputable agent will help the buyer determine which, if any, of these houses are the best value for
the buyer’s money.
In this way, a reputable, knowledgeable coin dealer is just as essential as the real estate agent in
this scenario. Like a knowledgeable Real Estate Agent when buying a home, a reputable,
educated coin dealer is imperative when considering buying coins.
2. What Are the Label Details?
Occasionally two coins with the same grade may appear to be identical when in reality, they
aren’t. If you come across two coins that seem to be identical, but that are listed for different
prices, carefully check the fine print of the grading labels.
There are a couple of things to look for in the grading labels. Check to be sure the two coins have
the same date, mint, grade, grading service, and special attributes. If you look carefully, you may
notice small differences in these details. These variances may seem relatively insignificant, but
they can quickly multiply to make a large difference in the price of a coin.
For example, one coin may have a rather common date, while another may have an extremely
rare date. Other common attributes, such as error coins, can drastically raise or lower coin
values.
3. How Much Eye Appeal Do the Coins Have?
This is one of the most important and most often overlooked aspects of a coin’s price. Put
simply, the question here is, “How pretty is the coin?”

In coin collecting and investing, appearance matters. You might take two coins with a very
similar grade and hold them next to one another. They might be of an almost equal grade, but
their appearance can differ vastly. As you look at the two coins, ask yourself., In what ways do
they look different? Do they look the same, or does one look nicer than the other? Is one more
lustrous than the other?
Unfortunately, a coin’s condition can deteriorate over time if its owner hasn’t taken proper care
of it. In the case of two similar coins with different prices, perhaps one has suffered from
improper care. Maybe one coin has a sharper strike or more definition than the other. Or perhaps
there was a minting error during the manufacturing process that caused cracks, spots or
unevenness. While such mint errors may not necessarily affect the grade of a coin, they will
most definitely affect the coin’s appearance, and thus, its price.
These are just some of the issues that can make identically graded coins look very different. In
the numismatic industry, this is referred to as Sight Seen coins vs. Sight Unseen coins. This
terminology is an elaborate way to say that Sight Seen coins are usually much prettier and have
much more eye appeal than Sight Unseen coins.
Even though it might seem less important than other facets of a coin, this simple matter of eye
appeal is one of the primary reasons for the significant price variations of seemingly similar
coins.
Why Is “Pretty” So Important?
There’s another important reason that appearance matters. In the future, if you ever want to
attempt to sell your coin, a more visually appealing coin will almost always sell for more money.
And there’s an easy answer for why this is the case. People like pretty, eye-catching things.
The next collector or investor who buys your coin is going to want to own a coin they’ll be proud
to show off to their friends and family. That means they’re going to be willing to pay more for it.
Dealers will also pay more, knowing the coin will be much easier to sell.
The simple fact is that prettier coins just sell faster. This point is summarized in the chart below.

In this example, it’s easy to see how many people might think that Coin 2 would be a much
better value than Coin 1. After all, the selling price is lower. But because of factors such as eye

appeal, which directly affects the future sales potential, the Sight Seen coin, Coin 1, is actually
the better value.
A dealer buying back the Sight Seen coin (Coin 1) is comfortable paying a slightly higher price
for it. Dealers know that a Sight Seen coin will be snatched up almost immediately by an
educated, long-term regular coin buyer that will be eager to own such a visually appealing coin.
The dealer also knows that the Sight Unseen coin will sit in the dealer’s inventory much longer
and won’t bring in as high a sale price as the much prettier Sight Seen coin.
An experienced dealer will be able to distinguish between Sight Seen and Sight Unseen coins
and can advise their clients accordingly. Because of this, we always recommend you consult with
an experienced and well-respected dealer. They will help you be sure that you’re buying the right
coins for you.
4. Who Graded the Coins?
Another possible explanation for the price discrepancy between two equally graded coins could
be found in the grading service itself. This grading service is an essential part of the value of any
coin.
In the coin grading market, there are only two services that grade and certify about 95%+ of all
coins. Those two services are the Professional Coin Grading Service (PCGS) and the
Numismatic Guaranty Corporation (NGC). Both services are well established and highly
respected in the numismatic industry. They both do an excellent job of coin grading, as well as
performing verification of two other crucial criteria for numismatic coins. They certify that the
coin is authentic and not counterfeit and that it has not been artificially enhanced. Since
originality is so critical in coins, this verification process is essential.
Together, these three components determine a coin’s grade and value. Both PCGS and NGC put
their money behind their certifications. Both companies guarantee that if, at any time, one of
their coins is revealed to be fake, altered in some way or over-graded, they will buy back the coin
at the original market value they graded it at.
That being said, smaller grading companies do exist that will sell ‘similar’ coins for less money.
This is because these smaller companies typically grade coins at much higher grades than what
PCGS or NGC would grade them. This inflates the value of these coins beyond what it would be
if they had been graded by PCGS or NGC. Because of this, we always recommend only buying
coins that were graded by certified coin graders such as PCGS or NGC.
5. Are There Any Extra Rarities or Bonuses?
Over the past 30 years, the major grading services have done an excellent job of finding
additional ways to label coins that have something ‘extra’ about them. Some examples of these
‘extras’ include First Strikes, Early Releases, PL, Hoards, Pedigree, and Mint/Die Errors. There
are so many other ‘extras’ that it would be impossible to include them all here.

There are also additional 3rd party services, such as PQ Approved and CAC, that have created
their own coin stickers. A sticker from one of these service lets you know the company believes
the stickered coin is among the finer examples in that grade from that mintage.
The problem is that it can be difficult to determine whether these stickers and extras actually do
anything to increase the value of a coin in the future. Some of these bonuses can certainly make
for a good conversation starter or can add to the overall impressiveness of the coin.
Unfortunately, conversation and impressiveness don’t actually hold any tangible value. Many of
these bonuses often turn out to be little more than excuses to raise the asking price of a coin
without adding any real value.
To learn more about these stickers and extras, we recommend you speak to an experienced coin
dealer. They will be able to help you distinguish between coins that are real rarities and others
that just have a neat feature.
6. Does the Deal Seem Too Good to Be True?
This last reason is something that’s important and applicable in almost every area of our lives,
not just in the coin industry. More often than not, buying any product or service involves some
level of risk. If you’ve done your research and find someone offering a deal that seems too good
to be true, it just might be. This philosophy also applies to coins.
I can’t stress enough how important this is. When it comes to a coin deal, if it seems too good to
be real, do your research. Study both the coin and the dealer. Are they members of any of the
major Dealer Organizations such as the PNG? If they’re on eBay, check their feedback, how
frequently and recently they’ve changed their eBay user id, their return policy and the length of
time they’ve been selling, which may be different than how long they’ve been an eBay member.
Be extremely thorough in your research and don’t be afraid to ask the necessary questions. If the
dealer is legitimate, they won’t mind answering them.
It’s also important to be aware of the sales venue, including if and how they vet their sellers. I’ve
had numerous people tell me they bought a rare coin priced over $10,000 at a flea market for
$1,000 and are then surprised when I tell them the coin is counterfeit. If a deal is too good to be
true, and the person is rushing you to complete the transaction, don’t buy the coin. Stop, think
about it and take the time to ask an expert.
Every so often, a legitimate deal really is that good. But those cases are few and far between. If it
seems like a deal that’s too good to be true, it’s probably a scam. Again, this is why it’s always
best to work with a reputable dealer. Too often, dishonest dealers just want to make a quick
buck, and then they hope never to see you again. Honest, reputable dealers want you to have an
enjoyable experience, and will always hope to work with you in the future.

BONUS - How Do You Keep Learning From Good Dealers?
In this article, I’ve touched on some very key points and mentioned multiple times the
importance of working with good, experienced, well-respected dealers. To assist you with your
continued education, I’m going to give you a few ways to find that person you want to work
with.
•

See if they are a PNG Dealer by visiting https://pngdealers.org/. The PNG is so well
respected that even eBay features their dealers and gives them monthly featured coin
auctions. PNG Dealers are located mostly across the US and are a network of full-time
dealers that can only be voted in by the current members. This means that they’re not
only well respected by other dealers, but they also have good ethics. As a PNG Dealer,
they must also verify that they have a financial background. They must agree to
participate in binding arbitration with any client they dispute with, which will be
reviewed by other highly experienced dealers.

•

Be cautious of any dealers you see who heavily advertise or have commissioned sales
reps or account executives. Keep in mind that any company that pays for expensive
advertising will likely charge more to cover their expenses and commissions. Always ask
the company how much they will repurchase a coin for and do your own online research
to determine who this dealer is and if they’re reputable.

•

Be wary of any dealer who offers to store the coins on your behalf instead of delivering
them. Most reputable coin dealers offer delivery on the majority of their inventory as
soon as payment clears. They will gladly ship to you. Some might offer additional storage
options, but it is purely voluntary. It’s always a good idea to get your coins delivered,
especially if you have no relationship with the dealer. It’s also best to beware of any
dealer that claims to offer a cheaper deal but needs two or three months to deliver it.

•

When you’re investigating any dealer, see what other additional things they have done to
contribute to the industry. This extra step is an excellent way to see if they are wellrespected and admired by fellow dealers. Do they head or participate in organizations for
the industry? Do they teach classes? Have they been honored with awards by the
community, and so on? All these things help show if the dealer you want to work with
knows what they are doing and is really here to help you.

If you’re looking to buy coins, please browse our selection of coins and bullion available online.
We offer free shipping on our wide range of products. No matter what it is you’re looking for,
you’re likely to find something here to help build or diversify your collection. You might even
find that rare coin you’ve been searching for to fill a hole in your collection; and if not, contact
us and we can usually find it for you. If you have coins you’re looking to sell, we can do that,
too.
If you have any questions about anything discussed here, such as how to research coin dealers
online to learn whether or not they are legitimate and ethical, call us anytime at 1-888-454-0444.

We’re happy to answer your questions about numismatic products and dealers, your investing
and collecting goals and interests, or anything else.

SHOW-N-TELL
I bought a Proof Like Morgan silver dollar at our last Texarkana coin club meeting. Proof-like
coins are “usually the result of a particularly nice, brilliant planchet being struck by a new or
recently polished dies”. That is where similarities in the minting process end.
My coin is in an old ANACS holder and was graded MS 64 PL. While proof-like coins are nice,
I bought this particular coin because of the strike – not the surfaces of the field.
The strike of this coin is very strong, with details so sharp the designer (Morgan) would be proud.

